
SAMPLE THESIS ABOUT ONLINE GAMING

Playing online games do not affect their grades badly for they know how to sampling, where only those students who
played on-line games.

There should also be long term studies of the course of video game addiction. In addition to that, their research
also indicates that online gaming brings an anonymous environment with lower public self-awareness, and
allows players to stop concentrating on the self- consciousness in order to prevent becoming overly- worried
about what other people would judge the way they act in front of others. Some researchers claim that teenagers
choose online gaming as a way or method to cope with daily problem and stress  It is enough to get the
percentage after tallying all the answers from the questionnaire from the correspondents. To avoid them from
influence. However, several older studies contend that the results of research have been mixed. Whether
patients eventually tire of such games is also unclear. Often avoiding other commitments in order to keep
playing, Frequently turning down social invitations in favor of gaming, Using most or all of one's free time for
gaming, Regularly playing late into the night and which results in poor sleep habits, Loss of interest in
previously enjoyed activities, Regular gaming "binges" of 8 hours or more nonstop. About one-half to m
two-thirds of the computer in a typical Internet cafe, according to one study, are devoted to games violent and
gory games. Some claimed that playing online games is one way to release stress and fill your free time.
Computer games first came into existence in the s with the introduction of a shoot-up game. However, several
older studies contend that the results of research have been mixed. Instead they make video game goals as in
trying to achieve in completing a certain level, getting a high score or beating the whole game in one day.
Online game are now also come in many genre such as action, adventure, simulator and many more. Most
games do not reward players who play safely. With the advance technology nowadays, people are getting easy
to do anything such as playing video game via online. Peng Wei states that educational games can be effective
assisting tools in the educational areas of management, medicine and science. However this is mostly
unsuccessful as it almost always ends up failing. This anecdotal idea is supported by some research. The
aspects explored are the experience and commitment to playing online video game, the gamers health issues,
the inconsistent emotional reaction during playing online video games and reality versus fantasy realization
that is shown due to reduction of social interaction which eventually affect the gamers relationship with
others. More evidence is needed on excessive play and on defining what constitutes excess in the first place.
Importantly, decisions made by action-packed video game players are no less accurate. There are several
improper habits and behavior with this development which the researcher finds in a study on online game
towards the doer. Development in technology brings many things that people don't have many years back. In
their paper, they also conclude that those who are addicted to the Internet might attempt to escape from the
limitations brought by real life in order to obtain the space for survival and security. He stated that the most
common and simple kind of research which is known as descriptive-analytic which is a kind of research
design for data gathering and information relating to the factors of the research topic. Future Researcher â€”
The ideas presented can be use as reference data in conducting new researches rather in testing the validity of
other related findings. Virtual World- existing on computers or on the internet. Health Problem 2. Other than
that, social networking sites like Facebook have a good history of allowing young people to gain information
and access to various other educational ideas and games that have some underlying educational traits that may
or may not be meant to be viewed like that but me personally to use a game like Farmville to give any sort of
educational foothold for a young person would not be of importance as could we honestly say that what you
could give to a young person in that time wouldnt be better spent giving them a proper foundation for
understanding. Is there any significant relationship between the online games on the academic performance
and their personal-related variables? Gentile et al said that the majority of these studies have shown that the
online games can be addictive and that some online games have been associated with aggressive behavior. It
will also give us the realization that playing online games can destroy our mind and maybe take us away from
our better future. To recognize the potential online video game addiction symptoms among the students based
on the data collected from the study. One of the useful information sources was obtained from Young , who
conducted a study aimed at enabling social workers to better understand, detect and treat Internet addiction. It
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is normally platform independent, relying on the web browser and appropriate plug-in. Zhang and Zhou , who
also researched on the same topic, reported different results on the online game addiction and the finding
supported the same symptoms. MUD was the first network game MUD in spawned a genre of network based
games, enabling players on the network to interact and explore the MUD game world. If the content is
negative, then negative results can be expected. All kinetic games promote the act for cardio activity. The
average age of a video game addict is 35 years old.


